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Equity markets delivered another stellar month in November as the US market 
continued to make new highs with the S&P 500 notching up more record closes in 
the month. Supported by the possibility of an easing of trade tensions between the 
US and China, growth stocks powered back into the limelight to outperform value 
stocks for the month.

Thankfully at Providend, we don’t invest one dimensionally. Aside from value, we 
have a tilt to small caps in our portfolios that enable them to deliver higher 
expected returns over time. While value may have underperformed, small cap 
stocks had one of the best months of the year, and outperformed their larger 
counterparts, allowing our portfolios to keep pace with the overall market returns 
for the month. The Russell Microcap index gained 4.5% in Nov and the small cap 
Russell 2000 index gained 4%, beating out the S&P 500 gain of 3.4% for the 
month. In a similar fashion, the MSCI World Small Cap Index returned 3.24%, 
beating the 2.79% return of the MSCI World Index.

This highlights the effectiveness of portfolio diversification. Apart from being a risk 
management strategy (when you diversify your portfolio you reduce the risk that 
any one position will severely impact your returns negatively), it can also serve to 
improve the expected returns of a portfolio. Diversifying helps you gain exposure 
to the best performing stocks in the market. The FAANG stocks have received a lot 
of attention because they have been delivering most of the market gains in the 
past few years. Over many periods historically, if you missed holding out on the 
best performing stocks, it would impact your returns greatly (see exhibit 1 below).

How do you know which stocks will perform best in any period? Unfortunately, 
the odds of getting it right are very low, and it is hard to consistently pick the 
best stocks for any period in the market. Thankfully, diversification allows you to 
increase the probability that your portfolio will own the best performing stocks 
of the period, and this is how it can help improve the expected returns of 
your portfolio.

This applies to the tilts within your portfolio too. There are various factors or 
dimensions such as value, size, and profitability that academic research has 
shown to deliver higher expected returns. While these factors can improve 
expected returns over the long run, they do not all show up in the same time 
periods. Diversification in your portfolio to various factors will also increase the 
probability of exposure to the better performing factor for the time period, 
improving expected returns.

As we move into the holiday season, we would like to wish all you a very Merry 
Christmas and Happy Holidays. Across all our portfolios, the performance this year 
is likely to have helped make progress towards our clients’ financial goals.

If you have any questions about your financial plan or current investment 
situation, you can always contact us for a non-obligatory discussion.

Exhibit 1

Warmest Regards,
Solutions & Investment Team

DISCLAIMER:
The information and opinions provided above are general in nature and prepared from data believed 
to be reliable. No representation, whether express or implied, is made with respect to the accuracy, 
completeness or reliability of the information or opinions offered, and we expressly disclaim liability for 
errors or omissions in such information and materials. Any opinions or views we offer are not necessarily 
indicative of future or likely performance of any particular investments. The information provided may 
contain projections and other statements regarding future events or future financial performance of 
countries, regions or markets. These statements will necessarily only be predictions and actual events or 
results may differ. You should make your own assessment of the relevance, accuracy and adequacy of the 
information contained in the information provided and make such independent investigations as you may 
consider necessary or appropriate. Any opinion or views offered is made on a general basis and is not to be 
relied on as advice. Accordingly, neither we nor any of our associates, directors, connected parties and/or 
employees accept any liability whatsoever for any loss, whether direct or indirect, that may arise from the 
use of information or opinions provided. The information and opinions provided are not to be considered as 
an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase any investments. Please note that investments are 
subject to risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Past performance of any 
investments is not indicative of its future performance.
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